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world languages [PDF]
this is a list of official or otherwise
administratively recognized languages of sovereign
countries regions and supra national institutions
the article also lists lots of languages which
have no administrative mandate as an official
language generally describing these as de facto
official languages today s detailed visualization
from wordtips illustrates the 100 most spoken
languages in the world the number of native
speakers for each language and the origin tree
that each language has branched out from 1 chinese
1 3 billion native speakers numbers vary widely
ethnologue puts the number of native speakers at 1
3 billion native speakers roughly 900 million of
whom speak mandarin but there s no doubt it s the
most spoken language in the world list of
languages by number of native speakers human
languages ranked by their number of native
speakers are as follows all such rankings should
be used with caution because it is not possible to
devise a coherent set of linguistic criteria for
distinguishing languages in a dialect continuum 1
for example a language is often defined as a two
worlds one family while the visualization makes
all the world languages seem disparate this
linguistic family tree shows how they grew from a
common root it also explains how languages can
evolve and branch out over time created by minna
sundberg full version this is a list of official
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languages by country and territory it includes all
languages that have official language status
either statewide or in a part of the state or that
have status as a national language regional
language or minority language below is a list of
the 25 languages with the highest number of total
speakers according to data from the ethnologue
language catalog in the early 2020s for a list of
languages that counts only the number of native
speakers see languages by number of native
speakers english 1 456 448 320 mandarin chinese 1
138 222 350 hindi 609 454 770 bbc languages learn
languages in your own time and have fun with
languages of the world a guide to which languages
are most widely spoken hardest to learn and other
revealing facts mega languages around the world
list of chinese english spanish arabic portuguese
and french speaking countries official and
national languages of the world by continent
languages of africa click on any language to learn
it this is an interactive map of 7 268 languages
of the world including 6 924 living languages 105
historic languages 220 extinct languages and 5
constructed languages the world atlas of languages
is an online platform that reflects the dynamism
and depths of the global linguistic diversity it
provides accurate reliable up to date and robust
data on the world s languages latin greek aramaic
and egyptian have all held importance as world
languages today linguistic imperialism is
established through the increasing number of
global business transactions this article takes a
closer look at some of the most widely used
european world languages today comprehensive list
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of 6000 languages from every country in the world
including information on the number of speakers
countries and iso codes the world atlas of
languages is an interactive and dynamic online
tool that documents different aspects and features
of language status in countries and languages
around the world these seven maps and charts
visualized by the washington post will help you
understand how diverse other parts of the world
are in terms of languages jun 21 2024 in 2023
there were around 1 5 billion people worldwide who
spoke english either natively or as a second
language slightly more than the 1 1 billion
mandarin chinese speakers at the world atlas of
languages structures data around two dimensions
languages around the world 8 324 languages spoken
and signed documented by governments public
institutions and academic communities with
approximately 7 000 still in use and we announced
the 1 000 languages initiative a commitment to
build ai models that will support the 1 000 most
spoken languages around the world now we re using
ai to expand the variety of languages we support
thanks to our palm 2 large language model we re
rolling out 110 new languages to google translate
our largest expansion ever history not until
shortly after the turn of the second century did
indications of language appear in chinese texts
chinese characters were adopted and records of
spoken language were made in japan hiragana and
katakana characters were incorporated as a
relatively accurate way to represent the sounds of
chinese characters ryūkyūan languages the world
factbook produced by the central intelligence
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agency cia estimates the ten most spoken languages
l1 l2 in 2022 as follows most spoken languages cia
2022 46 language
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list of official languages wikipedia May 28 2024
this is a list of official or otherwise
administratively recognized languages of sovereign
countries regions and supra national institutions
the article also lists lots of languages which
have no administrative mandate as an official
language generally describing these as de facto
official languages
ranked the 100 most spoken languages around the
world Apr 27 2024 today s detailed visualization
from wordtips illustrates the 100 most spoken
languages in the world the number of native
speakers for each language and the origin tree
that each language has branched out from
the 10 most spoken languages in the world babbel
com Mar 26 2024 1 chinese 1 3 billion native
speakers numbers vary widely ethnologue puts the
number of native speakers at 1 3 billion native
speakers roughly 900 million of whom speak
mandarin but there s no doubt it s the most spoken
language in the world
list of languages by number of native speakers
wikipedia Feb 25 2024 list of languages by number
of native speakers human languages ranked by their
number of native speakers are as follows all such
rankings should be used with caution because it is
not possible to devise a coherent set of
linguistic criteria for distinguishing languages
in a dialect continuum 1 for example a language is
often defined as a
all world languages in one visualization by native
speakers Jan 24 2024 two worlds one family while
the visualization makes all the world languages
seem disparate this linguistic family tree shows
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how they grew from a common root it also explains
how languages can evolve and branch out over time
created by minna sundberg full version
list of official languages by country and
territory wikipedia Dec 23 2023 this is a list of
official languages by country and territory it
includes all languages that have official language
status either statewide or in a part of the state
or that have status as a national language
regional language or minority language
languages by total number of speakers encyclopedia
britannica Nov 22 2023 below is a list of the 25
languages with the highest number of total
speakers according to data from the ethnologue
language catalog in the early 2020s for a list of
languages that counts only the number of native
speakers see languages by number of native
speakers english 1 456 448 320 mandarin chinese 1
138 222 350 hindi 609 454 770
bbc languages languages languages of the world Oct
21 2023 bbc languages learn languages in your own
time and have fun with languages of the world a
guide to which languages are most widely spoken
hardest to learn and other revealing facts
most spoken languages of the world nations online
project Sep 20 2023 mega languages around the
world list of chinese english spanish arabic
portuguese and french speaking countries official
and national languages of the world by continent
languages of africa
map of world languages language player Aug 19 2023
click on any language to learn it this is an
interactive map of 7 268 languages of the world
including 6 924 living languages 105 historic
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languages 220 extinct languages and 5 constructed
languages
the world atlas of languages unesco wal Jul 18
2023 the world atlas of languages is an online
platform that reflects the dynamism and depths of
the global linguistic diversity it provides
accurate reliable up to date and robust data on
the world s languages
which languages are recognized as world languages
Jun 17 2023 latin greek aramaic and egyptian have
all held importance as world languages today
linguistic imperialism is established through the
increasing number of global business transactions
this article takes a closer look at some of the
most widely used european world languages today
6000 languages in the world number of speakers
countries May 16 2023 comprehensive list of 6000
languages from every country in the world
including information on the number of speakers
countries and iso codes
unesco wal Apr 15 2023 the world atlas of
languages is an interactive and dynamic online
tool that documents different aspects and features
of language status in countries and languages
around the world
the world s languages in 7 maps and charts Mar 14
2023 these seven maps and charts visualized by the
washington post will help you understand how
diverse other parts of the world are in terms of
languages
the most spoken languages worldwide 2023 statista
Feb 13 2023 jun 21 2024 in 2023 there were around
1 5 billion people worldwide who spoke english
either natively or as a second language slightly
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more than the 1 1 billion mandarin chinese
speakers at
unesco world atlas of languages summary document
Jan 12 2023 the world atlas of languages
structures data around two dimensions languages
around the world 8 324 languages spoken and signed
documented by governments public institutions and
academic communities with approximately 7 000
still in use
110 new languages are coming to google translate
the keyword Dec 11 2022 and we announced the 1 000
languages initiative a commitment to build ai
models that will support the 1 000 most spoken
languages around the world now we re using ai to
expand the variety of languages we support thanks
to our palm 2 large language model we re rolling
out 110 new languages to google translate our
largest expansion ever
languages of japan wikipedia Nov 10 2022 history
not until shortly after the turn of the second
century did indications of language appear in
chinese texts chinese characters were adopted and
records of spoken language were made in japan
hiragana and katakana characters were incorporated
as a relatively accurate way to represent the
sounds of chinese characters ryūkyūan languages
list of languages by total number of speakers
wikipedia Oct 09 2022 the world factbook produced
by the central intelligence agency cia estimates
the ten most spoken languages l1 l2 in 2022 as
follows most spoken languages cia 2022 46 language
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